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Abstract—The joint development of the upcoming High Effi-
ciency Video Coding (HEVC) standard by ITU-T Video Coding
Experts Group and ISO/IEC Moving Picture Experts Group
marks a new step in video compression capability. In technical
terms, HEVC is a hybrid video-coding approach using quadtree-
based block partitioning together with motion-compensated pre-
diction. Even though a high degree of adaptability is achieved
by quadtree-based block partitioning, this approach has certain
intrinsic drawbacks, which may result in redundant sets of
motion parameters being transmitted. Previous work has shown
that those redundancies can effectively be removed by merging
the leafs of a particular quadtree structure. Following this
concept, a block merging algorithm for HEVC is now proposed.
This algorithm generates a single motion parameter set for a
whole region of contiguous motion-compensated blocks. In this
paper, we describe the various components of the proposed
block merging algorithm and, using experimental evidence,
demonstrate their benefits in terms of coding efficiency.

Index Terms—Block merging, direct mode, High Efficiency
Video Coding (HEVC), motion compensation, quadtree partition.

I. Introduction

IN IMAGE AND VIDEO CODING, pictures and their
corresponding sets of sample arrays are usually decom-

posed into blocks such that each block is associated with
a particular set of model or coding parameters. In hybrid
video coding, e.g., each block is either spatially or temporally
predicted and the resulting prediction residual is represented
by using transform coding. For the purpose of partitioning,
tree-structured schemes are very well suited for image coding,
as they can be optimized in the rate-distortion (RD) sense
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by simple algorithms [1], [2]. However, the authors of [3]
have shown that tree-structured partitioning may result in
suboptimal RD performance when dependencies between leaf
nodes of different parents are not exploited. Their proposed
solution to this shortcoming is a so-called prune-join scheme
that allows for joint coding of leaf nodes belonging to different
parents [3]. Inspired by this study, the authors of [4] have
shown that this scheme can improve quadtree-based motion
models in the same manner. They have demonstrated signifi-
cant improvements in RD performance by incorporating a leaf
merging extension into the motion model of H.264/Advanced
Video Coding (AVC) [5]. Also, in [6], a motion model similar
to that of H.264/AVC was used, and it has been shown that its
performance can be greatly improved by incorporating a leaf
merging step subsequent to an RD-optimized tree pruning.

In our study, we present a coding tool called block merging,
which was directly inspired by the scheme proposed in [4]. It
has been designed as a part of a novel quadtree-based video
coding approach [7], [8] and was maintained as a feature
of the Fraunhofer HHI response [9] to the joint call for
proposals (CfP) on High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC)
technology that was issued by ITU-T Video Coding Experts
Group (VCEG) and ISO/IEC Moving Picture Experts Group
[10]. The intention of the CfP was to identify video coding
technology with substantially higher compression capabilities
than the existing H.264/AVC standard. Block merging was
adopted as a part of the initial HEVC test model under consid-
eration (TMuC) in April 2010. Since then, many contributions
to the HEVC standardization process led to improvement of
the block merging algorithm in various aspects.

In this paper, we present this extended block merging
algorithm and show how it fits into the coding architecture of
HEVC, which offers much more versatile block partitioning
capabilities than prior designs as, e.g., H.264/AVC. Compared
to our previous work, the algorithm is much better adapted to
this partitioning, e.g., by availability to all sizes and shapes of
inter-picture predicted blocks and by an increased flexibility
in the choice of neighboring blocks to be merged. Further
RD-performance gains are achieved by including temporal
prediction into the merging scheme. Also, a very efficient
skip mode has been incorporated, which signals a merged
block without transmitting a corresponding residual signal. In
addition to the RD-performance improvements, we show how
aspects of complexity, parsing robustness, error resilience,
and friendliness to parallel implementations were considered
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Fig. 1. (a) Details of a picture in the Cactus sequence containing a moving object in the foreground with motion indicated by the arrow. (b) Quadtree
partitioning for motion parameters is indicated by the white squares. (c) Only those block borders are shown that separate blocks with different motion
parameters.

for integrating the leaf merging concept into HEVC. We
finally validate the specific design of block merging by
providing analysis and experimental results beyond that
found in associated JCT-VC standardization documents.
Presentation of technical details as well as our experimental
results are thereby based on the HEVC specification draft 8
(draft international standard, DIS) and the HEVC software
test model (HM) version 8.0 [11], [12]. A general overview
of the HEVC standard is given in [13] and an analysis of its
coding efficiency is provided in [14].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next sec-
tion revisits quadtree-based partitioning and its related draw-
backs, thereby motivating the establishment of a block merging
scheme. Section III briefly introduces quadtree-based picture
partitioning and coding of motion parameters as employed in
HEVC. The presented block merging algorithm is described in
detail in Section IV. Section V addresses similarities between
block merging and the direct mode. Conducted experiments
and their results are presented in Section VI. Section VII
concludes this paper.

II. Background and Problem Formulation

The main motivation for the use of block-based partitioning
in image or video compression is to code each block with one
specific choice out of a set of simple models since, in general,
a single model cannot be expected to capture the properties of
a whole image efficiently. The quadtree data structure allows
partitioning of an image into blocks of variable size, and is
thus a suitable framework for optimizing the tradeoff between
model accuracy (e.g., given by distortion D) and model coding
cost, typically measured in bit rate R. Simple tree pruning
algorithms optimizing a Lagrangian functional

D + λ ∗ R

were developed in [1] and [2], motivating the design of
compression algorithms, which are based on quadtrees and
related representations. The HEVC video codec examined in
this paper follows a quadtree-structured video coding approach

with syntax elements carrying the subdivision information
for blocks of different types. Such syntax elements may be
related to subdivision of blocks for the purpose of prediction
or transform coding.

However, the concept of quadtree-based image and video
coding is intrinsically tied to certain drawbacks as analyzed
in [3]. For instance, the systematic decomposition of every
block into four child blocks does not allow to jointly represent
child blocks that belong to two different parent blocks. Also,
if a given block is divided into four child blocks, all child
blocks are typically coded separately, even if two or three of
them share the same coding parameters. Thus, the suboptimal
RD properties of an initial quadtree-based subdivision can
be substantially improved by joining (or merging) nodes
belonging to potentially different parents [3].

The authors of [4] have noted that quadtree-based motion
models are likewise affected by the aforementioned draw-
backs. They introduced a leaf merging step to rectify the
associated performance loss. In [15], the authors have given
a comprehensive theoretical study on the advantage of leaf
merging in quadtree-based motion models.

One example illustrating the potential of block merging is
shown in Fig. 1. This particular scene exemplifies the pre-
viously discussed drawbacks of quadtree-based partitioning.
Fig. 1(b) reveals that an RD-optimized tree pruning forces the
quadtree segmentation to subdivide regions unnecessarily. We
observed over a range of sequences and coding conditions for
HEVC that those blocks, which are neighbored by a previously
coded block with exactly the same motion parameters covered
approximately 40% of all samples on average. For this exper-
iment, we used an HM version without the encoder estimation
for the block merging algorithm, thus removing any associated
bias toward merging blocks. This result is already an indication
of the oversegmentation due to quadtree-based block partition-
ing, and it also indicates the potential of jointly coding those
neighboring blocks with identical motion parameters.

Fig. 1(c) shows the same partitioning as in (b), but with
boundaries between blocks with identical motion parameters
removed. This reveals regions of identical motion parameters,
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Fig. 2. Different partitions allowed for inter-picture prediction in a CB used
by HEVC.

better capturing the distinct types of motion in the scene.
Ideally, the boundary of each region should coincide with
the motion discontinuities in the given video signal. Using
quadtree-based block partitioning combined with merging, the
picture can be subdivided into smaller and smaller blocks,
thereby approximating the motion boundary and minimizing
the size of partitions containing the boundary. Subsequently,
each created quadtree leaf block can be merged into a region
on either side of the boundary.

It should be noted that a scheme merging spatially neighbor-
ing blocks is conceptually similar to spatial prediction modes
as, e.g., the spatial direct mode in H.264/AVC [16]. This
mode also tries to reduce coding cost by using redundancies
of motion parameters in neighboring blocks. However, the
improvements over H.264/AVC shown in previous work [4],
[6] suggest that the merging concept is superior in exploiting
these redundancies. This is also confirmed by the experiments
presented in this paper, where the proposed block merging
algorithm is compared to a direct mode similar to that of
H.264/AVC, which we have reintegrated into HEVC just for
the purpose of analysis.

III. Quadtree-Based Partitioning in HEVC

The first part of this section gives an overview of the
quadtree-based partitioning in HEVC and introduces terminol-
ogy used throughout the rest of this paper. As we are particu-
larly concerned about the motion model and its parameters, we
also introduce the prediction employed for differential coding
of motion vectors (MVs). The following description of HEVC
is based on the Main profile, which is the only profile defined
in the DIS.

A. Quadtree Structure

For HEVC, a quadtree-based coding approach was intro-
duced such that each picture is divided into square coding tree
blocks (CTBs). Each CTB is the root of a coding tree, which
is used to further divide the CTB into coding blocks (CBs).
Their size can be adaptively chosen by using a quadtree-based
partitioning with the leaves of the quadtree representing the
CBs [7]. Each CB is a root for a prediction and a transforma-
tion tree. The prediction tree has only one level and describes

Fig. 3. HEVC quadtree structures. (a) CTB (solid block) partitioned into
CB (solid) and transform blocks (dashed) of variable size. (b) Corresponding
nested quadtree structure.

how a CB can be further split into so-called prediction blocks
(PBs), for each of which prediction parameters are specified.
Fig. 2 depicts all different ways allowed by the current Main
profile to split a CB into inter-PBs. For transform coding of
the prediction residual signal, each CB can also be split into
smaller transform blocks (TBs) using another quadtree called
the residual quadtree (RQT) [7], [17]. Fig. 3 illustrates this
nested quadtree structure, i.e., the coding quadtree with the
CTB as root (solid bold line) and the CBs as leaves (solid
lines), each of which is the root of the nested RQT with the
TBs as leaves (dashed lines).

All the blocks in different trees (coding, prediction, or trans-
form tree) correspond to specific sample arrays with different
sizes. Depending on which tree they are related to, these
blocks are associated with a specific syntax structure and form
together the so-called units. The TB luma and chroma sample
arrays and associated syntax elements, e.g., coded block flags
or transform coefficient levels, are grouped together in a trans-
form unit (TU). A prediction unit (PU) encapsulates everything
that is related to prediction, i.e., the PB sample arrays and as-
sociated syntax elements, e.g., MVs or intra-picture prediction
modes. The CB sample arrays, the associated syntax elements
like the mode information whether intra- or inter-picture pre-
diction are used and the associated PUs and TUs are grouped
together in a coding unit (CU). Consequently, the CTB sample
arrays, associated coding tree syntax and associated CUs are
considered as coding tree unit (CTU). Thus, it can be said that
the CTU generalizes the concept of a macroblock as the basic
processing unit in standardized video coding.

B. Prediction of MVs

The H.264/AVC standard has only one single MV predictor
to differentially code the MVs, computed as the median of
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Fig. 4. Black dots indicate sample positions directly adjacent to block X,
defining positions of possible MVPs. (a) Spatial MVPs positions. (b) Temporal
MVPs positions, where Y is the collocated block of X in a reference picture
(does not necessarily match with a PB in this reference picture). Positions C0
and C1 are candidates for the TMVP.

three spatially neighboring MVs. HEVC improves the MV
prediction by applying an MV prediction competition as
initially proposed in [18]. In HEVC, this competition was
further adapted to large block sizes with so-called advanced
motion vector prediction (AMVP) in [19]. In the DIS Main
profile, AMVP has two predictor candidates competing for
the prediction. Two spatial motion vector predictor (MVP)
candidates are considered and, when at least one of them is
not available or they are redundant, a temporal motion vector
prediction (TMVP) candidate is considered. The candidates
are selected among the positions shown in Fig. 4: three
spatial MVP candidate positions located above the current
PB (B0, B1, B2) and two on the left (A0, A1) as well as two
TMVP candidate positions (C0, C1). The position selected to
derive the TMVP is C0 in Fig. 4(b). Additionally, to tackle
unavailability of the MV derived from position C0 and to
enable CTU-aligned motion data compression, storage, and
fetch, the position used to derive the TMVP is kept inside the
row of processed CTUs. The following design is applied: use
position C0 if available and inside the processed CTU row, use
centered position C1 otherwise. When the AMVP candidate
list contains less than two candidates, the list is filled up with
zero MVs.

HEVC further defines a picture parameter set flag that
specifies whether the TMVP can be used or not. This allows
the encoder to perform an adaptation of the set of predictors
(spatio-temporal or spatial only) at the picture level, to increase
coding efficiency purpose for specific contents, or improve
error resilience for some applications.

Moreover, the TMVP requires the storage of the motion
data (including MVs, reference indices and coding modes)
in reference pictures. Considering the granularity of motion
representation, the memory size needed for storing motion
data could be significant. HEVC includes motion data storage
reduction (MDSR) to reduce the size of the motion data
buffer and the associated memory access bandwidth by sub-
sampling motion data in the reference pictures [20]. While
H.264/AVC is storing these information on a 4 × 4 block basis,
HEVC uses a 16×16 block where in case of subsampling a
4 × 4 grid, the information of the top-left 4 × 4 block is
stored.

Fig. 5. (a) Illustration of possible merge candidates for block X in an
example PB partitioning in HEVC. Multiple PBs are merged into a region
(bold line). (b) Redundancy checks prior to adding a candidate to the list. For
each candidate to check, outgoing arrows point to a candidate for comparison.

IV. HEVC Block Merging Algorithm

This section presents the details of the block merging algo-
rithm in the HEVC design. Description of the core algorithm,
candidate list construction, parsing, and parallel process-
ing/throughput considerations are described in the following.

A. Block Merging Core Algorithm

In order to illustrate the core operation of the HEVC block
merging algorithm, Fig. 5 shows a possible PB partitioning.
The purpose of block merging, as already explained in Sec-
tion II, is to compensate for the disadvantages of an initial
quadtree-based subdivision by reducing the redundant sets of
coding parameters to be transmitted. This is achieved by creat-
ing regions composed of neighboring PBs with associated PUs
sharing identical motion information, which is only signaled
once for each region. Thus, each region must contain at least
one PB of a PU, which is not merged with a neighbor and
seeds new motion information. In Fig. 5, PB S corresponds
to such a particular block, whereas PB X corresponds to the
current PB to be coded.

All the PBs along the block scanning pattern coded before
the current PB form the set of causal PBs. The block scanning
pattern for the CTUs (the tree roots) is raster scan and within
a CTU, the CUs (leaves) and the associated PBs within are
processed in depth-first order along a z-scan. Hence, the PBs
in the striped area of Fig. 5 are successors (anticausal blocks)
to PB X and do not have associated prediction data yet. In any
case, the current PB X can be merged only with one of the
causal PBs. When X is merged with one of these causal PBs,
the PU of X copies and uses the same motion information as
the PU of this particular block. Out of the set of causal PBs,
only a subset is used to build a list of merge candidates. In
order to identify a candidate to merge with, an index to the
list is signaled to the decoder for block X.

We should point out that the merge candidate seeding
the prediction data is not necessarily the PU of a spatially
neighboring PB like S in Fig. 5. It can also be a candidate
with prediction data from a temporally collocated PU or an
additional candidate with prediction data derived otherwise.
As a consequence, the merged region represented by the bold
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line in Fig. 5 possibly extends to the temporal dimension as a
3-D region with similar motion data.

B. Candidate List Construction

An overview of the merge candidate list construction pro-
cess is given in Fig. 6. The output of this process is a list
of merge candidates, each of them being a tuple of mo-
tion parameters, which can be used for motion-compensated
prediction (MCP) of a block. That is, the information on
whether one or two motion compensated hypothesis are used
for prediction, and for each hypothesis an MV and a reference
picture index. The number of candidates within this list is
controlled by NumMergeCands, which is signaled in the slice
header. The whole process of adding candidates will stop as
soon as the number of candidates reaches NumMergeCands
during the following ordered steps: the process starts with the
derivation of the initial candidates from spatially neighboring
PBs, called spatial candidates. Then, a candidate from a PB
in a temporally collocated picture can be included, which is
called the temporal candidate. Due to unavailability of certain
candidates or some of them being redundant, the number of
initial candidates could be less than NumMergeCands. In this
case, additional “virtual” candidates are inserted to the list
so that the number of candidates in the list is always equal
to NumMergeCands. Having a fixed number of candidates is
part of the means to achieve robustness against transmission
errors as is explained in Section IV-C.

1) Initial Candidates: The initial candidates are obtained
by first analyzing the spatial neighbors of the current PB, i.e.,
the PBs covering the positions A1, B1, B0, A0, and B2, as
in Fig. 5. Note that these are the same positions used for
AMVP described in Fig. 4. A candidate is only available
to be added to the list when the corresponding PU is inter-
picture predicted and does not lie outside of the current slice.
Moreover, a position-specific redundancy check is performed
so that redundant candidates are excluded from the list to
improve the coding efficiency. First, the candidate at position
A1 is added to the list if available. Then, the candidates at the
positions B1, B0, A0, and B2 are processed in that order. Each
of these candidates is compared to one or two candidates at
a previously tested position and is added to the list only in
case these comparisons show a difference. These redundancy
checks are depicted in Fig. 5(b) by an arrow each. Note that
instead of performing a comparison for every candidate pair,
this process is constrained to a subset of comparisons to reduce
the complexity while maintaining the coding efficiency [21].

Moreover, the candidate at position A1 can only be added
into the list if the current PB, corresponding to X in Fig. 5(a),
is not the left block of a CB vertically split into two partitions
(PART−N×2N or PART−nL×2N or PART−nR×2N partitions
in Fig. 2). In the same manner, the candidate at position B1

can only be added into the list if the current PB is not the
bottom block of a CB horizontally split into two partitions
(PART−2N×N or PART−2N×nU or PART−2N×nD partitions
in Fig. 2). Under these conditions, the respective candidate is
not added, as merging with this candidate would lead to two
PUs in a CU having the same motion information, which is
redundant to just have one PU in a CU. Finally, no more than

Fig. 6. Major steps for the construction of the block merging candidate list
in HEVC.

four out of these five potential spatial candidates are added
into the merge candidate list.

After the spatial candidates, a temporal merge candidate is
added to the list, if available. The temporal merge candidate
includes one or two MVs depending on their availability in
the collocated PU. The position of the temporal PB associated
with the collocated PU is derived the same way as for AMVP,
as described in Section III-B. Each reference index of the
temporal merge candidate is set to zero. This avoids decoding
dependency between PUs in a CU. No redundancy check is
performed after adding the temporal merge candidate to the
list. This improves the error resilience, as the candidate list
construction is less dependent on the motion information of
the temporal candidate, which belongs to a different slice and
may be prone to loss. In addition, the complexity is reduced by
eliminating four motion data comparisons in the worst case.

2) Additional Candidates: The candidate list is completed
to contain NumMergeCands candidates by combining motion
information already in the list, to form new bi-predictive
candidates and by adding zero candidates [22]. The combined
bi-predictive candidates are generated by combining the first
reference picture list motion parameters of an initial candidate
with the second reference picture list motion parameters of
another. Provided these two parameter tuples reference dif-
ferent motion hypotheses, they will form a new bi-predictive
candidate. The zero candidates have zero spatial displacement
and an increasing reference picture index, starting at zero
for the first added zero candidate. They use two prediction
hypotheses in B-slices and one in P-slices. If the number
of candidates in the list is still less than NumMergeCands
after adding zero candidates for all valid reference picture
indices, the list is completed by adding zero candidates with
reference picture index set to zero. Even if some redundancy
still exists between additional and initial candidates in the list,
no redundancy check is done for the additional candidates to
save complexity, while maintaining coding efficiency [23].

C. Signaling and Parsing Robustness

Block merging in HEVC features a mode, which signals at
the CU level that the prediction residual is zero and that the CU
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contains a single inter-picture predicted PU (PART−2N×2N
partition in Fig. 2) [24], thus being conceptually very similar
to the H.264/AVC skip mode. Prior to any other information
associated with a particular CB, this mode is signaled by a
flag, called skip flag. Instead of the median-based approach in
H.264/AVC, the motion information of the PU associated with
a skipped CU is inferred by block merging. If the CU is not
skipped, a merge flag is sent for each inter-picture predicted
PU. If skip flag or merge flag is set, i.e., block merging is to be
used, a merge index is sent to identify one of the candidates.

As mentioned in the previous section, the set of merge
candidates includes a temporal candidate. Therefore, the sig-
naling has to be carefully designed to provide satisfying
parsing throughput and in case of a frame loss, to ensure
that the bitstream remains parsable, avoiding in particular any
conditional coding of the merge flag and the merge index.
These issues have been studied in [20] and [25] and a method
to explicitly signal the length of the candidate list beforehand,
instead of deriving it from the list construction process, has
proven to be the best among several alternative methods. First,
the length of the candidate list is controlled at slice level by
NumMergeCands, which can be between 1 and 5. Second, the
code used to signal merge index for each block in the slice
solely depends on the length of the list. This way, parsing
remains independent of the list construction process, and is
still possible, e.g., after the temporal candidate was lost due
to transmission errors. Also, this is friendly to architectures on
which bitstream needs to be preparsed before full decoding.

D. Parallel Processing and Throughput

The usage of directly neighboring motion information by
block merging introduces tight data dependencies, so care must
be taken to allow for parallelizable and high-throughput imple-
mentations. Therefore, block merging includes the following
features.

1) Motion Estimation Regions: Many of the embedded
encoders perform motion estimation in parallel for the neigh-
boring blocks or pipeline the motion estimation steps to
improve throughput. Typically, parallel motion estimation is
performed such that all the MVs of PUs inside a region are
estimated in parallel. Let us call these regions used for parallel
motion estimation motion estimation regions (MER). For the
purpose of estimating motion information of a PU inside an
MER, motion information of other PUs within the same MER
is not used. This implies that the estimation cannot take into
account data dependencies as in the candidate list construction
process for block merging. In turn, this parallel motion estima-
tion must estimate the coding cost less accurately, sacrificing
coding efficiency. In order to limit this coding efficiency loss
associated with a parallel motion estimation implementation,
HEVC includes a signaling mechanism to inform the decoder
what size of MER was utilized at the encoder [26]. When
this mechanism is used, the merge candidate list construction
process is modified such that the candidates associated with
the PUs/CUs inside the same MER are marked as unavailable.

2) One Candidate List Per CU: In the block merging de-
sign, each PU within a CU can have a different block merging
candidate list. Encoder and decoder need to access different

memory locations depending on the partitioning (see Fig. 2)
to construct the candidate list for each PU, which can reduce
the throughput. In order to improve the throughput while
maintaining the coding efficiency, HEVC can be configured
that all PUs associated with a CU with an 8 × 8 luma samples
CB share the same block merging candidate list [27].

3) Candidate Specific Redundancy Removal: As described
in Section IV-B, the candidate list construction process per-
forms only a subset of all comparisons necessary to avoid any
duplicate candidate. This restriction has virtually no effect on
coding efficiency but reduces the number of gates or cycles in
a hardware implementation [21].

V. Relation of Block Merging to Direct Modes

There is a conceptual similarity between the block merging
approach and what is commonly named direct prediction
or direct mode [16]. Direct mode also infers the motion
information for MCP from previously decoded blocks. Thus,
both algorithms are using motion information from neigh-
boring blocks in order to reduce the bit rate required for
transmitting motion parameters. Despite this similarity, the two
algorithms differ in the way they handle neighboring motion
information. While direct mode infers motion parameters from
adjacent blocks, the block merging core algorithm creates
regions within which all blocks share the same set of motion
parameters.

To be more precise, the version of direct mode well known
and referenced here is called the spatial direct mode of
H.264/AVC [5], [16]. It can be applied to macroblocks and
sub-macroblocks of 8 × 8 luma samples in a bi-predictively
coded slice. For each block, the motion information is derived
from up to four spatial neighboring blocks, namely the above,
left, above-right and when above-right is not available, the
above-left neighbor. The reference indices for each of the
two reference picture lists are determined by selecting the
minimum available reference index from the respective list
among the three neighboring blocks. If the reference indices
for both lists are negative, they are inferred to be zero and both
MVs are set to zero as well. Otherwise, only the list associated
with an available reference index is used for prediction and
the corresponding MV is derived by using the same procedure
as for the H.264/AVC MV predictor, i.e., median of the
neighboring MV components.

The spatial direct mode of H.264/AVC inspired also the
development of a similar mode in HEVC. This direct mode
was originally a part of HEVC and is further referred to
as WD1 direct mode, because WD1 is the last version that
incorporates this mode [28]. Unlike block merging, it is
only used for PBs of the same size as the containing CB
(PART−2N×2N partition in Fig. 2). When the direct mode
is signaled for a CU in an uni-prediction slice, only one
reference picture list is used whereas in a bi-prediction slice, it
is additionally signaled whether two hypotheses are used and
in case of one hypothesis, which list is used (inter−pred−idc).
While the reference index for each hypothesis is set equal
to zero, the MV is set equal to the MVP chosen from a list
created by AMVP as presented in Section III-B. Consequently,
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an MVP index has to be signaled for each hypothesis. Based
on this direct mode, a skip mode similar to the H.264/AVC
skip mode is also present in WD1. The differences to the direct
mode are that it is signaled before the prediction mode using
a separate flag, the associated residual signal is zero and for
bi-predictive slices, always two hypotheses are used instead of
signaling the reference picture lists explicitly (inter−pred−idc).

For WD1, a core experiment on MV coding evaluated the
impact of replacing the WD1 direct mode with block merging.
An improved coding efficiency together with an encoding time
reduction for merge lead to the replacement of WD1 direct
mode in WD2. Note that the related skip mode that uses
AMVP predictors has not been changed. In order to investigate
whether a skip mode that uses merge to derive motion informa-
tion is more efficient, another core experiment on MV coding
was established. It has been reported that with comparable
encoder and decoder runtimes, the merge skip mode improved
the average coding performance. Consequently, the skip mode
in WD3 was replaced by the merge skip mode described
in Section IV-C. Detailed results and further references for
all the conducted tests can be found in the break out group
reports on these core experiments [24], [29]. A performance
comparison between the presented HEVC merge and merge
skip mode with the WD1 direct and skip mode can be found
in Section VI-D.

VI. Experimental Results

In this section, we evaluate the impact of the block merging
algorithm in HEVC and its behavior depending on different
types of sequences and coding configurations. We also show
how different components of the merge scheme interact and
help for coding efficiency. Additionally, we compare the RD
performance of block merging to that of WD1 direct mode.
All presented bit-rate savings are measured in terms of the
Bjøntegaard Delta (BD) rate [30], [31]. The BD rate values
are calculated from a total of four rate points as defined in
the JCT-VC common test conditions [32]. Note that negative
BD rate values indicate bit-rate savings in comparison to the
reference.

A. Simulation Environment and Settings

1) Software: The environment we use to perform our
experiments is the HEVC software test model version HM8.0
[12], which we refer to as HM8.0 Default in the sequel. We
obtain our results by comparing this version and two modified
versions.

To evaluate the overall performance of the block merging
algorithm, we use a version referred to as HM8.0 without
block merging. This version is identical to the HM8.0 Default
but with the block merging algorithm and the associated syntax
(merge flag, merge index, and skip flag) removed.

To compare block merging with WD1 direct mode described
in Section V, we reintegrated this mode into HM8.0. In
summary, we modified HM8.0 by replacing the merge and
merge skip mode with the WD1 direct and skip mode.

TABLE I

BD Rates [%] of HM8.0 Default With Block Merging and HM8.0

With WD1 Direct Mode, Both With Reference to HM8.0 Without

Block Merging or Direct Mode

Sequence DIS merge WD1 direct
RA LB LP RA LB LP

Class A
Traffic −8.8 n/a n/a −5.8 n/a n/a
PeopleOnStreet −6.5 n/a n/a −4.1 n/a n/a
Nebuta −1.5 n/a n/a −0.5 n/a n/a
SteamLocomotive −11.1 n/a n/a −8.7 n/a n/a
Class B
Kimono −9.6 −7.8 −5.4 −7.0 −4.5 −4.0
ParkScene −7.3 −7.0 −5.6 −4.8 −2.7 −3.2
Cactus −11.7 −8.8 −6.9 −7.7 −3.9 −4.1
Basketball Drive −9.1 −8.1 −6.1 −6.9 −5.1 −4.2
BQTerrace −10.2 −10.3 −5.9 −7.0 −4.8 −2.9
Class C
Basketball Drill −7.5 −7.6 −6.1 −4.9 −3.0 −3.0
BQMall −9.2 −7.5 −5.7 −5.5 −2.8 −3.0
PartyScene −4.8 −3.4 −2.5 −2.8 −0.8 −0.7
RaceHorses −3.9 −4.3 −3.3 −2.0 −1.8 −1.6
Class D
Basketball Pass −6.1 −5.1 −4.0 −3.6 −2.0 −1.9
BQSquare −6.9 −3.3 −2.5 −4.2 −0.2 0.1
BlowingBubbles −6.1 −3.7 −3.1 −3.9 −0.7 −1.0
RaceHorses −4.4 −3.9 −3.6 −2.2 −1.1 −1.5
Class E
FourPeople n/a −11.4 −8.5 n/a −6.1 −5.8
Johnny n/a −20.0 −16.4 n/a −12.8 −12.6
KristenAndSara n/a −15.0 −11.2 n/a −9.3 −8.3
Average −7.3 −8.0 −6.0 −4.8 −3.8 −3.6

2) Configuration: All used HM versions were configured
following the JCT-VC common test conditions embodying
the DIS Main profile. In these common test conditions, the
quadtree structure, presented in Section III-A has CTUs with
a fixed CTB size of 64 × 64 luma samples. The maximum
coding quadtree depth is set to 3, resulting in CUs with a
minimum CB size of 8 × 8 luma samples. For such a minimum
CU, only the symmetric rectangular partitions depicted in
Fig. 2 are allowed, resulting in a minimum inter-PB size of
4 × 8 or 8 × 4 luma samples.

Corresponding to different applications of a video codec,
three coding configurations for the DIS Main profile, re-
stricting the temporal coding structure, are defined in [32].
The random access (RA) configuration restricts the structural
temporal delay to at most 8 pictures and the RA intervals to
not exceed 1.1 s. In the low delay B (LB) and low delay
P (LP) configurations, no picture reordering is allowed in
the decoder between the decoding and output process. In the
LP configuration, inter-picture prediction is restricted to one
hypothesis whereas, in RA and LB configurations, up to two
hypotheses are allowed for inter-picture prediction.

B. Overall Performance of Block Merging

When comparing HM8.0 Default to HM8.0 without
block merging, we observe that block merging yields RD-
performance gains from −6% to −8% BD rate. All results
of this comparison are listed in the left half of Table I.
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Fig. 7. Impact of the number of block merging candidates: (a) average bit rate losses and (b) encoding time with different numbers of block merging
candidates (NumMergeCands) compared to HM8.0 Default (where NumMergeCands = 5).

The average bit rate savings of block merging are almost
the same for RA and LB configurations. For the particular
case of LP, these gains are more limited because inter-picture
prediction is restricted to one hypothesis in this configuration
and consequently the motion information savings through the
block merging algorithm are reduced. For the common classes
(B, C, and D) between RA and LB, the average bit rate savings
of block merging are slightly better for RA (1.2% improvement
in average in comparison with LB). Even though for both
configurations up to two hypotheses are allowed in inter-
picture prediction, the hierarchical B picture coding structure
of RA allows more combinations of these hypotheses, which
are more efficiently signalized through block merging.

There are several sequences where coding efficiency lies
significantly above the average such as, e.g., all class E
sequences. These particularly favorable results for class E are
mostly due to the static background of these sequences which
can be easily represented by using a single merged region
using a zero MV.

C. Performance Analysis of Candidate List Construction

As an essential part of block merging, we now focus on the
candidate selection strategy. We therefore measure the impact
of changes to the block merging candidate list construction
process in terms of RD performance and complexity. The
tested version for each of these experiments is HM8.0 with a
reduced set of block merging features to be compared against
HM8.0 Default. It should be noted that, in this section, the
loss observed in performance indicates the efficiency of each
element in the current block merging algorithm. As an estimate
of the encoder complexity, encoding run times are reported as
a fraction of a reference encoding time. Decoding run times
for all tested versions are very similar and are not reported.

1) Number of Merge Candidates: Fig. 7 displays the
tradeoff between coding efficiency and complexity caused by
changing the number of merge candidates (NumMergeCands).
Compared to a value of five candidates in HM8.0 Default,
Fig. 7(a) presents the performance loss when the number of
block merging candidates is decreased. It is observed that the
bit rate loss increases only slightly when NumMergeCands
decreases to 2. A significant loss is noticed when the list is
limited to one candidate, reflecting the efficiency of the MV

Fig. 8. Frequency of selection for different types of block merging can-
didates. The candidates are represented in the order they are added to the
candidate list, with the first at the bottom of each bar. These average values
are obtained from HM8.0 Default using the RA configuration and different
QP values.

predictor competition. Furthermore, Fig. 7(b) gives a rough
measure of the encoder complexity for HM8.0 with different
values of NumMergeCands in comparison with HM8.0 De-
fault. We observe an overall decrease of encoder run time
approximately linear with the number of merge candidates
until the run times saturate when the number of merge candi-
dates equals 2. The encoding run time significantly depends
on the number of merge candidates, because the HM encoder
performs a motion compensation operation for each candidate
to evaluate its RD cost. The possibility of configuring the total
number of merge candidates can serve as a tool to trade off
complexity versus RD performance.

2) Spatial Candidates: How frequently the different merge
candidates are selected is shown in Fig. 8. The spatial can-
didates’ portions are represented by the bars shaded in plain
gray at the bottom of each column. The selection of the spatial
candidates is on average very high, around 86%. Among the
spatial candidates, the frequent selection of position A1 can
be explained by the binarization scheme used for the merge
index. The candidate from position A1 is at the first position
in the candidate list and thus only a single bin is used to
binarize its index, giving this candidate an advantage in the
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TABLE II

Influence on Coding Efficiency of Disabling Temporal MV

Prediction and Additional Combined Bi-Predictive Candidates

in BD Rate (%) Compared to HM8.0 Default

Temporal MV prediction Additional combined
Completely Disabled only candidates disabled

disabled for Merge
RA 2.6 1.8 0.3
LB 2.6 1.5 0.4
LP 2.3 0.9 0.0

RD optimization. When the QP value increases, this effect
becomes even more evident because of the lower dispersion
of MV values connected to higher QP values.

3) Temporal MV Prediction: As described in Sections III-B
and IV-B, a temporal MV prediction is included for AMVP,
and a temporal merge candidate can be included in the merge
list. Table II shows BD rate losses of 2.6%, 2.6%, 2.3%, for
the RA, LB, and LP configurations, respectively, when the tem-
poral MV prediction is disabled for both block merging and
AMVP. The loss reaches 3.9% for the BQSquare and BQMall
sequences. Similarly, significant losses are obtained when the
temporal MV prediction is disabled for block merging only,
confirming the usefulness of this prediction. Fig. 8 shows that
for the RA configuration, 9% of all merged blocks select the
temporal candidate, which also indicates its usefulness.

4) Additional Candidates: Table II presents also the per-
formance losses associated with deactivating the additional
combined merging candidates, i.e., the list is completed using
only zero candidates. For for the RA and LB configurations
the loss associated to this modification is around 0.3% and
0.4%. No bit rate loss is observed for the LP configuration.
For this configuration, where only one inter-picture prediction
hypothesis is used, combined candidates are not applicable
as described in Section IV-B. The impact of the additional
combined candidates is also visible in Fig. 8 with a relative
frequency of 4% on average for the RA configuration.

D. Comparison to Direct Mode

In Table I, the last three columns show the results for the
WD1 direct mode implemented in HM8.0. The reference is
again HM8.0 without block merging or direct mode, which is
the same as for the comparison with DIS block merging in the
previous columns.

Regarding the overall performance, two things can be ob-
served. First, the WD1 direct mode shows significantly less
bit rate reduction on average compared to DIS block merging.
When taking the DIS block merging results from Table I and
calculating the BD rate with WD1 direct results as reference,
the average BD rate gains for block merging are −2.7%,
−4.2%, and −2.6% for the RA, LB, and LD configurations,
respectively. Second, the same tendencies as reported for block
merging, e.g., more bit rate reduction when bi-predictive slices
are used, are showing up for the WD1 direct mode. This
shows that both modes operate in a similar way whereas
block merging is better suited to exploit motion parameter
redundancies in the quadtree-based HEVC.

Fig. 9. Sample coverage fractions for intra- and inter-picture prediction
modes. In case of inter-picture prediction, statistics are separated for PBs
coded with AMVP or with block merging. Different fractions are shown for
merged blocks with the skip flag set (Merge + Skip) or cleared (Merge + no
Skip). The average values are obtained from HM8.0 Default using the RA
configuration for all test sequences.

When looking at the detailed results, it can be noticed that
the gains for DIS block merging over WD1 direct mode are
showing up over all test sequences.

E. Sample Coverage of Prediction Modes

To give an insight on how block merging competes with
the other coding modes, we analyzed the number of samples
predicted by the different modes. Fig. 9 compares the fraction
of all samples covered by intra- and inter-picture prediction
modes for the RA configuration. Furthermore, for the case
of inter-picture prediction, two distinct categories are shown,
which are the samples coded with AMVP and the samples
coded with block merging. Different fractions are shown for
merged blocks with the skip flag set (skip CUs) or cleared.
The fraction of samples associated with skip CUs represent
an average of 55%. It can also be observed that an average
of 76% of the samples are coded with block merging for the
RA configuration, which is another indication of the efficiency
of this algorithm. Another observation is that the fraction
of samples coded with block merging increases when the
value of the quantization parameter QP increases. This can
be explained by two reasons. When the QP increases, the
RD decision process will tend to choose larger blocks with a
limited dispersion of the MVs, leading to an increased quantity
of samples coded with block merging. Another consequence of
an increased QP value is an increased amount of blocks with
zero quantized residual. These are efficiently coded using skip
CUs.

F. Complexity

As a rough measure of computational complexity of block
merging, encoding, and decoding run times have been mea-
sured on the same hardware platform. When we compare
HM8.0 Default (which uses NumMergeCands equal to 5) to
HM8.0 without block merging, we measure an increase of 20%
in encoding time and an increase of 3% in decoding time on
average. The comparatively small increase in decoder runtime
is mostly due to the additional operations needed to compile
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the candidate list. As we already analyzed in VI-C1, the
encoder’s run time is significantly influenced by the number
of merge candidates. This is mostly due to the accurate, yet
computationally expensive RD cost calculation performed by
the HM encoder for each merge candidate. Of course, what
value of NumMergeCands is the most favorable operating
point for a given application depends on the importance at-
tributed to the two criteria of RD performance and complexity.
Also, different encoders might use faster, approximate cost
estimation techniques.

Furthermore, we give results on the techniques of MERs
and the candidate list restriction presented in IV-C that aim
to reduce complexity of block merging. The coding efficiency
impact of the signalling mechanism for MERs is as follows:
When the mechanism for MERs of size 16 × 16 is utilized,
which is a typical size in hardware implementations, the aver-
age loss is reported to be 0.6% on the average for all common
test conditions [26]. On the other hand, if the mechanism is
not used and if an encoder performs parallel motion estimation
within regions of size 16 × 16, then the loss increases to
3.2% on the average. This shows, that the losses caused by
parallel motion estimation at the encoder can be dramatically
reduced. For the one candidate list per CU technique, enabling
the tool is reported to result in a 0.1% loss on the average
[27]. Therefore, it can be seen as a beneficial tradeoff between
throughput and coding efficiency.

A general overview of HEVC complexity can be found
in [33].

VII. Conclusion

Block merging together with a quadtree-based block-
partitioning concept has been presented in this paper as an
alternative to the conceptually similar direct mode for MCP. As
the proposed block merging algorithm better exploits spatio-
temporal correlations in motion model parameters, it has been
chosen to replace the direct mode in HEVC. Simulation results
show the overall performance improvement of block merging
with average BD rate savings from 6% to 8%. This gain is due
to various components of the block-merging algorithm, which
were adapted and optimized for the HEVC environment in the
standardization process.

Appendix A

Downloadable Resources Related to this Paper

All the JCT-VC documents can be found in the JCT-VC
document management system at http://phenix.int-evry.fr/jct/.
All cited VCEG and JVT documents are also publicly available
and can be downloaded at http://wftp3.itu.int/av-arch in the
“video-site” and “jvt-site” folder, respectively.
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